THE VALUES:
Respect
Fair Play
Self-Control
Good Manners
Sincerity

WE ALL: Promise to promote the Racing Code to all

www.msa.uk.org
#RaceNRespect
Volunteer Officials’ & Organisers’ Commitments

I WILL:
- Recognise that there are different groups within the racing family and treat them appropriately
- Create a welcoming, friendly and safe environment for everyone
- Treat every competitor fairly and encourage others to do so
- Recognise that as a representative of the sport, I have a duty to be polite and treat racers, volunteers and supporters with respect

Parent’s & Guardian’s Commitments

I WILL:
- Encourage my young driver to have fun and enjoy racing
- Not put pressure on my young driver to take part
- Not impose my own ambitions on my young driver
- Not expect my young driver to win and recognise that the benefits of junior racing lie in the skill acquisition and not about winning events and championships
- Not criticise my young driver when they make mistakes
- Never encourage my young driver to break or bend the rules
- Respect other competitors and their families and applaud their success
- Respect the decisions of the officials at all times

Competitors’ Commitments

I WILL:
- Race for enjoyment
- Try my best at all times
- Race fairly
- Be polite and treat everyone with respect
- Not show off if I win
- Not get upset if I don’t win

Teams’ Commitments

WE:
- Accept that racing is primarily about enjoyment
- Will not put pressure on young racers to achieve results
- Will recognise that junior racing is about skill acquisition, not about winning events and championships
- Will never speak or behave inappropriately.
- Will encourage all racers to respect the rules and the authority of the officials
- Will never encourage a racer to break or bend the rules, nor to drive in a manner that could cause injury to themselves or others
- Recognise this is not Formula 1